TV2 - CHANNEL HIGHLIGHTS
Week 41: Saturday 4th October - Friday 10th October, 2014
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA

SUNDAY 5TH OCTOBER, 6.40PM

Welcome to Hotel Transylvania, a lavish five-stake resort owned by the one and only, Dracula! Hotel
Transylvania, isn't just any old hotel though, it's a luxurious hideaway where monsters and their families
can live it up and no humans are allowed.
For one very special weekend, Dracula has invited all his best friends - Frankenstein, the Mummy, the
Invisible Man and the Werewolf family to celebrate his beloved daughter Mavis's 118th birthday.
For Dracula, catering to all of these legendary monsters is no problem. But the party really starts when
one ordinary guy stumbles into the hotel and takes a shine to Mavis!
GREY'S ANATOMY

MONDAY 6TH OCTOBER, 9.35PM

Change is a scary thing, especially for Dr Yang. The doctors of Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital prepare to
say good bye to the talented Dr Christina Yang, but Christina is having serious trouble letting go.
When a suspected act of terrorism rocks Seattle and throws the hospital into chaos, Owen fears for
Christina’s life. With the possible terrorist in a hospital bed, the doctors and federal investigators are
rushing to find the source of the explosion and the symptoms that victims are showing.
Will Dr Yang survive to start her new chapter?

THE AMAZING RACE: AUSTRALIA v NEW ZEALAND

TUESDAY 7TH OCTOBER, 8.30PM

The teams have traveled from Australasia to South East Asia, to Africa and to Europe.
They have dealt with frisky sheep, spider feasts, raging monkeys and the freezing Russian snow.
Now it's time for the final leg of the competition. Which team will make it to the finish line first and take
out the $250,000 grand prize? With twists and turns promised, it's going to be a madcapped race till the
end!

THE FLASH

THURSDAY 9TH OCTOBER, 8.30PM

Right behind its US premiere, comes TV2's brand new series The Flash!
Barry Allen was 11-years-old when his mother was killed in a bizarre and terrifying incident and his
father was falsely convicted of the murder. With his life changed forever by the tragedy, Barry was taken
in by Detective Joe West, the father of his best friend, Iris.
Determined to discover how his mother died, Barry retreated into the world of science, tracking down
every urban legend and chasing the impossible.
But when an unexpected accident at the S.T.A.R. Labs Particle Accelerator facility strikes, Barry find
himself turning into one of the mysteries that he use to pursue. Gifted with incredible speed, Barry is
faced with a choice: hide in the shadows, or become a hero.
With the help of billionaire visionary Harrison Wells, biogenetics expert Caitlin Snow and the eternally
upbeat Cisco Ramon, Barry begins testing the limits of his powers and using them to stop crime,
ensuring that no one suffers as he once had to.
Barry Allen -- aka The Flash -- is finally moving forward in life ... very, very fast!

ARROW

THURSDAY 9TH OCTOBER, 9.30PM

It's a brand new season of Arrow right behind its US premiere!
In last season's dramatic finale, Arrow narrowly defeated the vengeful Slade Wilson, his onetime ally and
mentor.
But like all wars, there were casualties. Sacrificing herself for her children, Moira Queen fell at the hand
of Deathstroke, sending Oliver's sister Thea into self-imposed exile with her biological father, Malcolm
Merlyn.
Now, to honor his fallen friends and family and protect the people he loves, Oliver must rededicate
himself to his cause - to become a beacon of hope for those most in need, and a weapon of justice
against those who prey upon them.
He is The Arrow.

